
THE THEME: 
TYPES OF SCHOOLS.

Grade: 6



THE AIMS:
❖Educational: Numerals cardinal and ordinal

❖Developing: to develop speaking and discussing 

skills

❖Upbringing: to bring up their interests for the 

subject



THE LESSON PROCEDURE
❖I Organization moment 

-Good afternoon dear boys and girls! How are 

you?

Who is on duty today? Who is absent?

What date is it today? What day of  the week?



PHONETIC DRILL





Vocabulary
Ordinary-
Primary-
Secondary-
Comprise-
Curriculum-
Compulsary-



PRESENTATION

❖                  Schools

❖What time do you start school in 

the morning? What’s your favourite 

subject?





САН ЕСІМ- NUMERALS
❖Сан есімдер есептік жəне реттік сан есімге бөлінеді: 

есептік сан есім қанша? (how many?) деген сұраққа жауап 

береді.( бір, екі, үш), реттік сан есім қай?(which?)

қайсысы?

❖нешінші? деген сұрақққа жауап береді.(the first, the 

second, the third)

❖Ty and teen



❖Cardinal numerals- есептік сан есімдер

❖Ordinal numerals- реттік сан есімдер



Grammar
Cardinal and numerals
20 - the twentieth
21 - the twenty-first
22nd- the twenty-second
30th- the thirtieth
40th- the fortieth
50th- the fiftieth
60th- the sixtieth
70th- the seventieth
80th- the eightieth
90th- the ninetieth

.



              Let’s talk about your school day
When you get up? When you are at school? When a 
bell goes
at your first lesson; When your lessons start? What 
you usually do at your first lesson. When you have 
the longest break. What you do during the breaks; 
what games you play in the school yard; what you 
play in the school yard; what do you do when the 
lessons are over; how long your lessons last;



SCHOOLS
❖The UK

Children go to school from Monday to Friday. They start school at 

the age of four or five and they leave at 16 or 18. When they are 11, 

they go to a secondary school. Lessons start at about 9 am and 

finish at about 3.30 pm. Pupils eat lunch in the canteen or take 

their own ‘packed lunch’. When school finishes, some children go 

to clubs, for example, music or computer clubs.



In Kazakhstan children start primary school at age six or seven. They 

usually go to morning lessons or afternoon lessons. When they are 11 or 

12 years old, they move to lower secondary school, and later to general 

secondary school or special training schools. A secondary school day 

has five or six 45- minute lessons. There are breaks of 10 minutes 

between lessons, and one 20-minutes break for a snack. There is often a 

lot of homework, and some students have extra lessons too.

KAZAKHSTAN



THE USA
❖Children start elementary school at six. When they are 12, 

they go to a Junior High School. At 15, pupils change to a 

Senior High  school. At 15, pupils change to a Senior High 

School where they can choose what they want to study. They 

usually stay there for three years. At the end of their final 

year, they have a big party. It’s called ‘the senior prom’.




